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Abstract
This paper investigates the teaching of constructions (Goldberg 2006) 
through the example of the Hungarian modal existential wh-construc-
tion (MEC).After describing the schematic MEC for form and function, 
we present corpus data from Old to Modern Hungarian to show how 
the frequency and productivity of the construction increased over 
time, and how the pattern became associated with particular lexical 
expressions. Our analysis shows that while the abstract MEC-template 
associated with a general default meaning is highly productive, lexi-
cally, and grammatically fixed MEC-expressions are associated with 
distinct meanings, and they display a higher degree of invariability. 
Based on this, we propose to place various MECs along a scale of 
idiomaticity (Michaelis 2017) – arguing that in language teaching, all 
MEC-types must be paid attention to. Finally, we suggest ideas for 
the teaching of various MEC-constructions in the language classroom 
with the help of corpora and follow-up activities.
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1. Introduction

Linguistics has offered various models for how meaning is created in 
language, and the different trends in language teaching throughout the years 
have adapted these models to facilitate the learners to create meaning in the 
target language. In the 21st century, usage-based linguistics have suggested 
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that since «abstract representations of linguistic structure are derived from 
language users’ experience with concrete linguistic tokens, grammatical 
patterns are generally associated with particular lexical expressions», and 
also that «frequency strengthens the representation of linguistic elements in 
memory [...], which in turn can have long-lasting effects on the development 
and organization of the linguistic system» (Diessel 2017, 1). By making it 
possible to analyze large amounts of authentic language data quickly and 
systematically, corpus linguistics has offered ample evidence for this lexi-
cal-grammatical patterning in language, and it has also provided statistical 
tools to measure the frequency of occurrence related to linguistic patterns. 
Consequently, it has gained increasing popularity in language teaching to 
pay great attention to patterns (constructions, multiword units, formulaic 
language etc.) and to use corpus-based methods and tools.

Corpora and corpus-based research have a wide range of language-ped-
agogical applications from corpus-based dictionaries and grammars to cor-
pus-based textbooks, data-driven learning, and learner corpora (Mukherjee 
2016). Most studies related to corpus-supported language learning and 
teaching focus on more commonly taught languages (Keck 2014), especially 
on English; however, in recent years, corpus-research, corpus-building, and 
corpus-supported teaching have also gained increasing popularity in the 
teaching of less commonly/widely taught languages (Preradović, Posavec, 
Unić 2019) – such as that of Hungarian. We now have several freely available 
high-quality annotated corpora and various natural-language processing 
tools (<http://corpus.nytud.hu/nkp/>), and even the building of learner 
and pedagogical corpora has started (Baumann et al. 2020). Nonetheless, 
corpus-related studies are still rare in Hungarian language teaching, and 
there is a general shortage of corpus-informed Hungarian as a second/
foreign language resources (e.g., dictionaries – Sass et al. 2011 – grammars, 
textbooks, classroom applications and activities).

The present paper taps into two language-pedagogically relevant ap-
plications of corpora – corpus-based research for materials to be used in 
Hungarian language teaching, and as a tool in the classroom itself – through 
one specific example: the learning and teaching of the Hungarian modal 
existential wh-construction (MEC). After introducing the Hungarian MEC, 
we address the issue of how corpus-based and corpus-informed research can 
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inform the description of this specific grammatical construction. First, we 
describe the schematic modal existential wh-construction as a conventional 
form-meaning pairing. Then, based on our corpus-research, we identify its 
most frequent patterns and instances, which we analyze for their fixedness, 
regularity, transparency, and situation/function/genre-boundedness, and 
we propose to place the various types of the MEC along a possible scale of 
idiomaticity from hpaxes (with the ‘default’-meaning) to fully fixed idiomatic 
MECs. A pilot study with native speakers shows that these two endpoints 
are relatively easy to identify. Finally, we put forth ideas and ways for the 
corpus-assisted learning of MECs in the classroom: we suggest various 
data-driven learning activities that we expect, on the one hand, to increase 
the learners’ language awareness by making them explore the patterning 
of the MEC in Hungarian, and, on the other hand, to enable them to use the 
targeted construction ‘flexibly’ but satisfying the necessary constraints of the 
given construction – considering that Hungarian is an agglutinative language.

We argue that – with sufficient training and assistance – both teachers 
and students can benefit from the use of corpus-based tools and methods 
in Hungarian language teaching. Teachers can develop materials to demon-
strate a construction’s semantic prosody and its most natural, native-like, 
and common instances, and learners can discover and observe construc-
tions together with their most frequent lexical-grammatical realizations. If 
grammatical constructions such as the one discussed in the present paper 
are approached with corpus-based tools and methods in Hungarian as a 
second/foreign language, not only do we provide our learners with authentic 
data that they can use to learn ‘real’ language, but we also facilitate their 
learning by making them attentive to language patterns and their degree 
of idiomaticity (see later).

2. The Hungarian Modal Existential Wh-Construction

In Construction Grammar (Goldberg 1995, 2006, 2019), grammatical 
constructions are seen as learned and stored pairings of form and function. 
This means that particular abstract grammatical patterns evoke particular 
semantic representations on their own, i.e., irrespective of the words they 
include. In this sense, the Hungarian modal existential wh-construction 
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(MEC) can be defined as a pairing of a relatively fixed unique syntactic 
template (of a main existential predicate, a wh-pronoun, and a subordinated 
verb in the infinitive or in the subjunctive form), and a schematized rep-
resentation of the situation that the possibility of a proposition is available 
or not (to someone) (for details, see below).

The term modal existential wh-construction highlights the three universal 
properties that characterize MECs in all the languages1 that have them 
and which ones, at the same time, distinguish them from other related 
constructions (Šimík 2011): they express modality, they are embedded un-
der existential predicates, and they obligatory contain fronted wh-words. 
A general property of the Hungarian MEC is the presence of three main 
elements strongly associated in a strict syntactic template. Most typically, 
these elements occur in a specific order: the main predicate is followed by 
a wh-pronoun and a subordinated verb.

The MEC as a grammatical construction has a specific function: it ex-
presses that the possibility of a proposition is available or not (examples 
1a-b). The proposition is expressed by the wh-pronoun and the subordinate 
verb, and its availability is expressed by the main predicate. Circumstantial 
modality is expressed by the construction as a whole: there is no overt mod-
al element in the construction, the MEC itself as an abstract grammatical 
construction introduces a modal basis with a temporal perspective for the 
proposition. In (1a), the possibility to eat something at a given point of 
space and time is not available, in (1b), it is.

(1) a. Nincs2 mit enni.
 ‘there-is-no what.Acc eat.Inf’
 ‘There is nothing to eat. (We have no food to eat.)’

 ‘There is nothing we can/could eat./We have no food we 
can/could eat.’

1 Šimík identified twenty-seven languages that have the MEC. (For a detailed cross-lin-
guistic analysis, see Šimík 2011.)

2 To negate the present tense substantive verb van ‘there-is’, the complex negative verb 
form nincs ‘there-is-no’ is used.
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b. Van mit enni.
 ‘there-is what.Acc eat.Inf’
 ‘There is something to eat. (We have food to eat.)’

 ‘There is something we can/could eat./We have food we 
can/could eat.’

Cross-linguistically, MECs occur with predicates whose semantic profile 
contains an existential component: the verbs’ lexical meaning «supports 
existential quantification over their indefinite internal arguments» (Šimík 
2011, 31). The verbs may assert the existence of something/someone or that 
of a proposition, or they may express availability or coming into being (ivi). 
MECs are related to other existential constructions through the presence of 
an existential verb. Languages may use copular verbs, possessive or locative 
expressions, or expletive/impersonal constructions to express existentiality 
(McNelly 2016). To this end, Hungarian primarily uses constructions with the 
verb van ‘there-is’– both for the expression of existence, and for possession. 
Hungarian belongs to those languages where existential and possessive 
constructions are closely related due to the absence of a have-construction: 
in Hungarian, van is used in both expressions. In addition, van also features 
in referential and predicative sentences – as a copular verb (to be; is).

The main predicate of the Hungarian MEC is typically an existential 
verb, most often a form of the substantive verb van ‘there is’. This verb 
takes different forms based on its mood and tense: volt ‘there was’, legyen 
‘there should be’ (imperative), lenne ‘there would be’ (conditional), lesz 
‘there will be’, lehet ‘there can be’, lett volna ‘there would have been’ (past 
conditional), and the negated forms of these can also appear in the MEC. 
Lipták (2003) claims that the existential verb akad ‘occur’ can also feature as 
the main predicate of the construction, however, such occurrences are rare.

The main existential predicate of the MEC can only appear in third 
person as it states the (non-)existence of a proposition (expressed by the 
other elements) (2a-e). However, person marking is possible by adding a 
dative-marked pronoun (2c), or by the conjugation of the subordinate verb 
(illustrated in 2d to be discussed in more detail later). In the first case (i.e., 
when a dative marked pronoun is present, and the subordinate infinitive 
is not inflected, as in 2c), the meaning of the construction is somewhat 
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ambiguous: it can either mean ‘You have something to say’ or ‘There is 
something to be said to you’ – the ambiguity can be resolved by using both 
the explicit dative marked pronoun and the inflected infinitive, as in (2e), 
meaning ‘I have something to say to you’.

(2) a. Van/Nincs mit mondani.
 ‘there-is/there-is-no what.Acc say.Inf’
 ‘There is nothing to say.’

 b. Volt/Nem volt mit mondani.
  ‘there-was/there-was-no what.Acc say.Inf’
  ‘There was nothing to say.’

 c. Neked van mit mondani. 
  ‘you.Dat there.is what.Acc say.Inf’

  ‘You have something to say./There is something to be said 
to you.’

 d. Van mit mondanom.
  ‘there-is/there-is-no what.Acc say.Inf’
  ‘I have something to say.’

 e. Neked van mit mondanom.
  ‘there-is/there-is-no what.Acc say.Inf’
  ‘I have something to say to you.’

Besides the existential van ‘there is’ (and its different forms), there are a 
few other verbs which can introduce a MEC: tud (in MECs meaning ‘can/
be able to’) is also a productive MEC-predicate (3a). The verbs bír (which 
is used synonymously with tud in MECs, meaning ‘can/be able to’) and 
mer ‘dare’ can also occur in the construction, although they are rare (3b-c). 
MECs are most frequently used as negative constructions, that is, the main 
predicate usually occurs under negation. 

(3)  a. Nem tudok mit mondani.
  ‘no can.Sg1Indef what.Acc say.Inf’
  ‘There is nothing I can say.’
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 b. Nem bírok mit mondani.
  ‘no bear.Sg1Indef what.Acc say.Inf’
  ‘There is nothing I can say.’

 c. Nem merek mit mondani.
  ‘no dare.Sg1Indef what.Acc say.Inf’
  ‘There is nothing I dare to say.’

The second element of the construction is the wh-word. Although these 
are formally interrogative, in the MEC they obtain an indefinite-pronoun 
like character (Prohászka et al. 2022). Prohászka discusses the different 
functions of the (formally) interrogative wh-pronouns in Hungarian. He 
claims that the wh-word of the MEC is a non-specific, non-referential ele-
ment, which is similar in meaning to those indefinite pronouns which take 
the vala- ‘some’ morpheme (4a-b). It must be noted that these vala-pronouns 
can never occur in a MEC (4c).

(4) a. Van kit meglátogatnom. 
  ‘there-is who.Acc vp-visit.Inf.Sg1’
  ‘I have someone/people to visit.’

 b. Van valaki, akit meglátogathatok./Valakit meglátogathatok.
  ‘there-is someone who.Acc vp-visit.can.Sg1/someone.Acc 

vp-visit.can.Sg1’
  ‘There is someone who I can visit./I can visit someone.’

 c. *Van valakit meglátogatnom. 
  ‘there-is someone.Acc vp-visit.Inf.Sg1’

While most wh-words can occur in the MEC, there are three exceptions. 
The reason why melyik ‘which’, hány ‘how many’ and mennyi ‘how much’ 
cannot appear in the MEC is because they are referential elements (melyik 
is also specific).

The final element of the MEC is the subordinate verb, which is usually the 
infinitive form. While Šimík (2011) claims that the subordinate verb can also 
be in the subjunctive, a small-scale study of Prohászka (2022) suggests that the 
subjunctive is mostly used by speakers who use dialectal variants of Hungarian.
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A subordinate verb and a wh-element (in a given case) can only be 
co-selected for a MEC if they can occur together in a verb-argument struc-
ture construction.

As previously mentioned, person can be marked in the MEC either by 
adding a dative-case element (e.g., a pronoun, see above) or by having an 
inflected infinitive. This is clearly possible in those constructions that use 
finite subjunctive verbs for subordination (illustrated in 5a) since those are 
obligatorily conjugated. But person-suffixation is not only present in sub-
junctives: Hungarian infinitives can also be inflected, even in the MEC (see 
5b). We must note, however, that the results of the previously mentioned 
small-scale study of Prohászka (2022) show that most frequent MECs host 
an uninflected infinitive. 

(5) a. Van hova menjek. 
  ‘there-is where-to go.subj.Sg1’
  ‘I have a place to go.’

 b. Van hova mennem.
  ‘there-is who.Acc vp-visit.Inf.Sg1’
  ‘I have a place to go.’

In the current paper, our focus is on MECs that host the subordinate 
verb in the infinitive form.

Although most instances of the MEC follow the same word order of the 
three main elements (that is: main predicate–wh-word–subordinate verb), 
some tokens display word orders different from the relatively strict pattern. 
Left dislocation of the infinitive verb is possible, as shown in (6a). Rarely, 
the MEC structure can also be interrupted by additional elements – such as 
in (6b) where the dative-marked subject occurs between the main predicate 
and the wh-word. Sluicing is also possible, as presented in (6c) (Šimík 2011).

(6) a. Menekülni viszont nincs hova.
  ‘escape.Inf but there-is-no where-to’
  ‘However, there is nowhere to escape.’
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 b. Nem volt Péternek mit csinálnia.
  ‘no there-was Peter.Dat what.Acc do.Inf.Sg3’
  ‘Peter had nothing to do.’

 c. A férfi nem is dolgozik, mert nincs hol.
  ‘the man no also work.Sg3 because there-is-no where’

 ‘The man doesn’t work, either, because he has nowhere to 
do so.’

In sum, the MEC is an abstract grammatical construction (Figure 1) 
which involves a relatively fi xed unique syntactic template of an existential 
construction with a main predicate and a subordinated verb–argument struc-
ture construction of a wh-pronoun and a subordinate verb which appears 
in the infi nitive or in the subjunctive form. Person marking is possible by 
conjugating/infl ecting the subordinate subjunctive/infi nitival verb and/or by 
adding an optional dative-marked element. The construction introduces a 
circumstantial modal base for the content expressed by its component parts. 
The MEC is associated with the default semantic content of the possibility 
of a proposition being available or not (to someone). Since several aspects 
of its form and function are «not strictly predictable from its component 
parts or from other constructions recognized to exist» (Goldberg 2006, 5), 
the MEC must be regarded as a learned pairing of form and function.

Figure 13 – The abstract grammatical MEC-construction4.

3 This general template of the abstract grammatical MEC-construction was prepared by 
the authors following Goldberg’s (1995) representations of various constructions.

4 VAN ‘there-is’; TUD ‘can’; BÍR ‘bear’; MER ‘dare’. The English translations of the relevant 
items in the fi gures are given in the footnotes.
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3. MECs in Hungarian corpora

In this section we present our MEC-related corpus findings. If Hungarian 
native speakers – including language teachers – were asked to list typical 
and frequent infinitival constructions in Hungarian, they would probably 
mention various modal auxiliary + infinitive constructions but the list would 
possibly not include the MEC. However, if we consult a corpus of modern 
Hungarian, we can see that MECs are within the first 20 most typical in-
finitival constructions in Hungarian (there are more than 1500 verbs with 
infinitival arguments, see Szabó 2020). Native speakers’ intuition about the 
frequency of a construction does not always overlap with the statistical data 
(see Reppen 2010), and it follows that neither course content developers, 
nor language teachers can rely solely on their language competence when 
selecting grammar points for their curricula. 

By consulting modern corpora, however, we can identify the most 
frequent constructions of contemporary language use, and it can also be 
interesting to study historical corpora to understand the formal and func-
tional features of given constructions in depth. Our corpus analysis in this 
paper is based on a predefined construction, the MEC, which contains a 
matrix predicate, a wh-word and an infinitival or subjunctive element.

3.1. A brief history of MECs

We worked with two historical corpora to study the MEC and its 
possible constructional changes over the centuries: the Ómagyar korpusz 
(Old Hungarian Corpus) (<http://omagyarkorpusz.nytud.hu/>, cf. Simon, 
Sass 2012) and A Történeti magánéleti korpusz (TMK) (The Old and Middle 
Hungarian corpus of informal language use) (Novak et al. 2017-, Dömötör 
et al. 2017, Novak et al. 2018).

It must be noted that although, in general, corpora provide a large amount 
of data to examine real language use, we had to exercise great caution when 
interpreting the findings drawn from the Old and Middle Hungarian corpora. 
Since they are not balanced and only cover a narrow range of text categories 
and genres, they cannot be considered representative of the language use of 
the given period (Simon 2019). A further problem presented itself regarding 
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the discussion of the relative formal flexibility of MEC constructions, which 
was due to search-related challenges: it is hard to define a good query ex-
pression on the different query surfaces. For this reason, our database cannot 
be totally exhaustive. Nevertheless, it can be used to establish tendencies in 
the use of MECs across the different stages of Hungarian.

The results of the queries show that the MEC was already present in 
Old Hungarian (15th century); based on this, it can be considered a typical 
Hungarian infinitival construction. The construction with some universal 
formal characteristics appears in many, often typologically and genetically 
different languages, for example, in Slavic languages (Šimík 2011), which 
were in language contact with Hungarian. Consequently, it cannot be stated 
with certainty if MECs were present in Proto-Hungarian or if they were 
later borrowed from Slavic languages. From the point of view of language 
teaching, however, where students’ native languages can/should be consid-
ered, it is interesting to note that students with a Slavic language as their 
mother tongue can be expected to be familiar with the construction, while 
for learners with a different linguistic background, the MEC may be new.

In our data from Old Hungarian (896-1526), the main predicate is mostly 
the substantive verb, but the modal verb tud ‘can’ also appears 7 times. The 
occurrence of this modal auxiliary is exceptional in MECs across languages; 
it seems to be specific to the Hungarian MEC. The subjunctive-infinitive 
ratio is different from today’s language use: we find more subjunctive-type 
MECs than infinitival ones. It is also curious that at the time, the infinitive 
could also be inflected next to the already conjugated modal verb, which 
is not allowed in modern Hungarian. However, this was typical of other 
infinitival constructions of the time, as well [e.g., infinitives with a modal 
verb as predicate (Dékány 2014)]. The three compulsory elements (the 
matrix verb, the wh-word, and the infinitive) appear fixed in the data, 
and the core meaning of the MEC is the same as in Modern Hungarian: 
it expresses that the availability of a proposition is possible or not. They 
appeared mainly in denials. 

Since Old Hungarian texts are Bible translations, the most typical exam-
ples express poverty, or the lack of basic human needs. In addition to such 
instances, we found several hapaxes, which demonstrates the productivity of 
the MEC in the period (e.g., see example 7 from the Munich Codex – 1466).
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(7) emberfiának kedig nincs hova fejét hajtani #2768605

‘son_of_man.Dat and there-is-no where-to head.Poss.Sg3.Acc lay.Inf’
‘And the son of man does not have a place to rest his head.’

We can see that the first recorded function of the MEC was the central 
canonical meaning. 

As for Middle Hungarian, we had private correspondences to study 
for the use of the MEC, so it came as no surprise that the MECs we found 
here were embedded in new contexts. By this time, the MEC had become 
a frequent way to describe one’s inability to do something. We found, for 
instance, a great number of expressions which were used to express the 
inability to further elaborate or say anything new on a topic (8). 

(8) A doktor felől most sem tudok kegyelmednek mit írnom #1064046
‘the doctor about now also-no can.Sg1 excellency.PossSg2.Dat 
what.Acc write.Inf.Sg1’
‘There is still nothing that I could write about the doctor to your 
excellency.’

As for form, the ratio between the van/nincs ‘there-is(-no)’ and the nem 
tud ‘cannot’ type predicates was like the one in the Old Hungarian sample, 
but the number of the infinitival type examples increased at the expense 
of the subjunctive-type MECs. In addition, we found idiomatic MECs, as 
well, in the Middle Hungarian sample. The personal letters of the time 
frequently made use of the MEC not only to describe the inability to do 
something in a practical sense, but also to express the incomprehensibility 
of a situation, and the inability to change the situation. Expressions such 
as nincs mit tennem (‘there-is-no what.Acc do.Inf.Sg1’) meaning ‘there is 
nothing I can do about it’ can be found 21 times in the sample.

3.2. MECs in Modern Hungarian corpora

We used two corpora to study the MEC in modern Hungarian. One of 
them was the Hungarian Historical Corpus of 27 million tokens coming from 

5 The #numbers are the corpus identification numbers.
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different text types and genres (Sass 2017). This corpus is a collection of texts 
written between 1772 and 2010 (New Hungarian), where 40% of the texts 
are dated from the second half of the 20th century. The other corpus we 
used here is the Hungarian Gigaword Corpus of 1.5 billion tokens (Oravecz, 
Váradi, Sass 2014), which is a collection of texts written in the 20th century. 
Most texts belong to the press genre, but the corpus also contains other 
subcorpora such as (transcribed) spoken language samples. 

In our corpus search on modern Hungarian, we found MECs from 
Facebook comments to newspaper headlines. In the Hungarian Gigaword 
Corpus, we found over 50,000 MECs. Our queries revealed that in modern 
Hungarian, the MEC is a very productive pattern and is not limited to one 
or two infinitive types. 

Our data show that similarly to other periods, the vast majority of MECs 
stands in the negative form. Compared to the previous periods, new verbs 
appear as the main predicate of the construction (besides the substantive 
verb and the modal verb tud ‘can’): e.g., talál ‘find’, lehet ‘possible’, bír ‘bear’ 
(i.e., cannot stand), győz ‘win’ (i.e., cannot stop) and mer ‘dare’. Some further 
examples include modal verbs such as kell ‘must’, akar ‘want to’ and szeretne 
‘would like to’. Instead of regarding these rare examples as performance 
errors, we consider them as evidence for analogy which is often claimed 
to account for «the productive use of language (…) as well as certain types 
of language change » (Diessel 2017, 14). We assume that although MECs 
were and are mainly existential in nature, idiomatic wh-word + infinitive 
combinations have begun to live an independent life and can now also 
appear in modal verb + infinitive constructions. This process is likely to be 
facilitated by the formal and functional similarities between the infinitival 
modal existential wh-construction containing a substantive verb and the 
highly frequent tud ‘can’ modal verb + infinitive construction (see Goldberg 
2019). The idea is supported by the fact that Old Hungarian MECs already 
contained the modal verb tud ‘can’, next to which the infinitive could also 
appear in an inflected form, which we do not see in modern and new Hun-
garian. When teaching the MEC today to learners of Hungarian, the two 
basic, prototypical main predicates – i.e., the substantive verb and the modal 
verb tud ‘can’ – must be presented, while the other above-listed predicates, 
due to their very low frequency, can be left out of the curriculum. 
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Modern Hungarian MECs have a more flexible syntactical structure 
than they had in earlier periods: in 80% of the cases, the structure is very 
strict, however – also as Lipták (2003) notes – certain elements such as the 
dative-marked subject can occur before the wh-item. In around 10% of the 
examples, we found discourse particles, adverbs and pronouns interrupting 
the [main predicate + wh-word + subordinate verb] sequence.

4. MECs and idiomaticity

Although it may not be evident to all participants in second/foreign 
language teaching, idiomaticity is very important to consider in the teach-
ing and learning of grammatical constructions. Learners should not only 
be familiarized with an abstract construction’s grammatical buildup and 
its basic, central function/meaning, but they should also become aware of 
those very frequent instances of the construction where the given structural 
form is very strongly associated with particular lexis. If lexical elements 
are frequently co-selected in a given grammatical pattern, they gradually 
clump and forge together, and often take on a distinct meaning. The parts 
may (partly) lose their independent meanings, and the meaning of the 
whole may not be inferred compositionally. The holistic function/meaning 
of the expression will put constraints on the pattern, which will result in less 
variability or even regularity than what is characteristic of the schematic 
grammatical pattern. This idiomaticization can happen to various degrees 
– from semi-preconstructed phrases to fixed expressions, phraseological 
units, and idiosyncratic phrases (Sinclair 1991, 2008). As a result, learners 
must also be made aware of the frequency, productivity, and idiomaticity 
of various instances of a construction. 

A salient property of the MEC in modern Hungarian is that several 
highly frequent instances in the database seem more idiomatic in nature 
than the canonical MEC – some to a lesser, some to a greater degree. This 
conventionalization of certain MEC-expressions is the main constructional 
change that can be observed over time regarding the MEC (Szabó, Prohászka 
2021). But how idiomatic exactly can a MEC be?
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Usage based linguistics argues that idiomaticity is not a clear-cut issue 
but rather a scalar phenomenon. As Michaelis (2017) puts it, «every pattern 
of language, from the fixed formulas to the fully productive phrase-structure 
rules» can be placed on a scale with vague boundaries between the types 
along the idiomaticity-continuum (Figure 2).

Figure 2 – Scale of idiomaticity (Michaelis 2017).

In fact, the canonical MEC itself can be regarded as idiomatic in the sense 
that its formal aspects such as the arrangement of and the restrictions on the 
elements and the function of the construction, i.e., the fact that it expresses 
the possibility of a proposition being available or not (to someone) cannot 
be predicted from its component parts or from other constructions (see 
the Goldbergian definition of constructions). As we have seen in Sections 
2 and 3, however, the canonical MEC is a productive pattern which allows 
for a relatively high degree of formal variability, so this could stand at 
the more open end of the spectrum (cc. productive phrase-construction 
patterns, see Figure 2). In the Hungarian Gigaword Corpus, there are over 
50,000 thousand MEC-examples. It must be noted though that due to the 
high variability of the construction, corpus-query on the MEC in general 
is relatively difficult.

Nonetheless, the meanings of certain very frequent instances of the 
MEC cannot be predicted from the canonical MEC construction, and many 
highly frequent MECs allow less formal variability than the canonical 
MEC. Let us consider here six such constructions along various points of 
the idiomaticity continuum, proceeding from the most open to the most 
fixed MEC.
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4.1. Types of idiomatic MECs

The first expression is Ezzel nem tudok mit kezdeni (9). This is a TUD ‘can’ 
type of MEC which hosts the [‘indefinite/wh-pronoun.Acc kezd ‘begin’ 
DP.Instr’] verb–argument structure construction.

(9) Ezzel nem tudok mit kezdeni.
‘this.Instr no can.Sg1Indef what.Acc begin.Inf’’
‘I can’t do anything about/with this./I can’t handle this.’

The [NEM TUD.Infl MIT KEZDENI DP.Instr] is a lexically fixed construc-
tion with one open slot for the instrumental-case argument (cc. partially 
fixed lexical membership, see Figure 2). The construction allows for great 
formal variability. Although the main predicate can only stand in the negative 
form, it can be freely conjugated, and the instrumental-case definite noun 
phrase (or an equivalent pronoun) can stand after the infinitive, before the 
infinitive, or before the negative main predicate. Due to the open slot, it is 
difficult to find all the relevant examples in the corpus. However, we can 
affirm that this is the first most frequent MEC in the Hungarian Gigaword 
Corpus with nearly 8500 results (e.g., 10).

(10) A készen kapott szabadsággal a város lakói nem tudtak mit 
kezdeni. #2698471
The city dwellers could not do anything with the ready-made 
freedom.’ 

At the same time, the verb-argument construction hosted in this MEC is 
idiomatic both in the sense that its verb kezd ‘begin’ requires an accusative 
and an instrumental case argument (in addition to the subject) where the 
accusative argument can only be a pronoun, and also in the sense that it has 
a non-compositional meaning: valaki valamit kezd valamivel ‘somebody begins 
something with something’ expresses the distinct meaning of ‘somebody 
does something about/with something’. 

The second example is the ambiguous expression Van/Nincs miből (11), 
where one form (the MEC) may map onto two unrelated meanings. One 
meaning can be the canonical MEC meaning: in this case, the expression 
is a MEC where the subordinate verb (any verb that can take a noun in the 
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elative case as an argument) is deleted. The other meaning can be ‘can/
cannot afford it’: in this case, we have a lexically fixed expression where a 
semantically specific subordinate verb is deleted – one that belongs to the 
semantic field of paying (kifizetni ‘to pay’, finanszírozni ‘to finance’, megélni 
‘to live on’ etc.), and which now by itself means the concept of (not) having 
the resources to afford something. 

(11) Van/Nincs miből.
‘there-is/-no what.Elat’
‘Meaning 1: there is something/nothing to …. from’
‘Meaning 2: can/cannot afford it’

The above-mentioned ambiguity is illustrated in (12).

(12) Állnak a kocsmában, isznak, ha…van miből. #293768181
‘They would be standing in the pub drinking if…there-is what.Elat’

If we wanted to complete the MEC in (12), we could choose two ways. 
Based on the previous context, we could say ha van miből inni (‘if there is 
anything to drink from’), or, based on our encyclopedic knowledge related 
to the pub-situation, we could say ha van miből kifizetni (‘if there is money 
to pay for it’). In fact, the expression van/nincs miből is so highly conven-
tionalized in the ‘can(not) afford it’ sense, that even the former full MEC 
(van miből inni) can be interpreted as ‘if they can afford drinking’. This also 
supports the idea that the basic meaning of this construction is that of (not) 
having the resources to afford something. 

With over 1,400 corpus hits, the substantive verb + miből (what.Elat) con-
struction counts as a relatively frequent MEC. Although the most frequent 
version in the corpus data is the present tense negative nincs ‘there-is-no’ 
type, the main predicate shows a high degree of variability: it can be in the 
present (735 hits), in the past (364 hits), and in the future form (322 hits), and 
it can stand in the negative and in the positive form. Also, although MECs 
in general randomly feature the dative-marked subject, its appearance in 
this particular construction is more typical. 

In sum, [VAN/NINCS.Infl MIBŐL] can be regarded as a lexically fixed 
expression with little inflectional variability (regarding the tense and mood 
of the main predicate), which despite does not contain a subordinate verb 
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and is thus associated with the distinct meaning of resourcing and payment 
(cc. inflectional variants, see Figure 2).

The third expression is Nem tudja hova tenni, (13). It is a polysemous 
construction where one form has two meanings that are related under 
the category of the MEC. One meaning is the central or basic canonical 
MEC-meaning, while the other one is a metaphorical extension of this 
prototypical sense. Viewing idiomaticity as a cline, we can say that the 
extended meaning is more idiomatic than the central meaning.

(13) Nem tudja hova tenni.
no can.Sg3Def where-to put. Inf
Basic meaning: She/He has nowhere to put it/him/her.
Extended meaning: She/He cannot place him/her./She/He cannot 
make sense of it.

The two examples below (14-15) show the two meanings of the expres-
sion.

(14) Bútort nemigen tudnék hova tenni az Astrában (nem kombi). 
#113017672
I don’t really have any space to put furniture in the Astra (it’s not 
a station wagon).

(15) Amúgy az agresszivitást nem tudom hova tenni. #1138796279
 By the way, I can’t understand aggression.

The subordinate verb can only be changed in the basic meaning (e.g., to 
put, to place, to lay, to sit, etc.), the expression associated with the extended 
meaning is lexically fixed. 

If we want to do a corpus search for this construction, the adequate query 
expression is the string hov.* tenni since there are two variants of the wh-
word where-to in Hungarian: hova and hová. Over twice as many of the hits 
contain the hova wh-element (854 hits) than the hová variant (379 examples). 
Out of the 1,233 hits, 95% feature in the following pattern: NEM TUD.Infl 
HOVA/Á TENNI. This indicates that the string hova/á tenni is very strongly 
associated with this type of MEC (and not with the substantive verb type). 
Although this MEC is lexically fixed, it also shows conjugational variabili-
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ty: the main predicate tud ‘can’ can stand in any mood, tense, and person. 
In the data, the first-person singular form is the most frequent one (over 
48%), followed by the third-person singular form (20%). The construction 
also allows its subordinate verb to appear in the subjunctive, although we 
only found 114 examples for the string tud+hov.*+tegy.*. However, the main 
predicate is grammatically fixed in the sense that it can only stand in the 
negative: nem tud ‘cannot’.

We have seen that [NEM TUD.Infl HOVA/Á TENNI] construction has 
a high degree of lexical and grammatical fixedness. In addition, an over-
whelmingly large number of the query results express the extended, more 
idiomatic ‘cannot make sense of it, do not understand’ meaning. (N.B. We 
cannot do statistical corpus search for idiomaticity.) Based on this, we can 
propose that this particular construction is highly idiomatic (cc. fixed lexical 
makeup, syntax found elsewhere – with conjugational variants; see Figure 
2), and that in the teaching of Hungarian as a foreign language, it should 
primarily be taught as a fixed expression meaning ‘cannot understand 
something’/ ‘cannot recognize someone’.

The fourth construction is the expression Nincs mit, (16).

(16) 16. Nincs mit.
there-is-not what.Acc
Meaning: Not at all./You’re welcome. (As a polite response to 
thanking)

This MEC is totally fixed both lexically and grammatically, but it 
contains syntactic structure and could thus be assimilated to the “syntax 
found elsewhere”-stage in the linear scale represented in Figure 2. It does 
not allow for any variability regarding either the main existential predicate 
nincs or the wh-pronoun mit, or the word order of these two elements. No 
subordinate verb can occur in the construction, yet it is implicitly under-
stood that the unpronounced infinitive is (meg)köszönni ‘to thank’: nincs mit 
(*megköszönni); ‘there is nothing to thank for’. The word string has fixed 
prosody, as well: the existential verb carries the stress, the wh-pronoun 
cannot be stressed. The construction with these idiosyncratic lexical and 
grammatical constraints has a unique function: it is used as a conventional 
response bound to the situation of thanking. In this sense, the expression 
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Nincs mit can be regarded as idiomatic, and it could be placed at the more 
fixed end of the continuum of idiomaticity.

The fifth example is the expression Mit volt mit tenni, (17).

(17) Mit volt mit tenni.
  what.Acc there-was what.Acc do.Inf
  Meaning: There was nothing for it (but to...)

This MEC has irregular idiosyncratic syntax (see Figure 2), and it is 
open to very little variability. The lexical elements are fixed, and so is their 
order. The main predicate is always in the past form. Only the infinitive 
tenni ‘to do’ can be inflected. However, out of the 82 exemplars that we 
found in the Hungarian Gigaword Corpus, 75,6% contained the non-in-
flected infinitive, so this form can be assumed to be the prototypical one 
(13,4% of the results contained the subordinate verb in the first-person 
singular form, and only 8 examples were found to stand in the third-per-
son singular form). The expression is often used in narration, especially 
in folktales, to express that someone had no other choice but to do what 
they finally did in the story. In the teaching of Hungarian as a second/for-
eign language, the non-inflected variant should be presented to the (more 
advanced) learners, possibly using longer stories, for instance Hungarian 
folk tales, as input texts. Students can identify the string in the text, they 
can discuss its idiosyncrasy, discover its meaning, and they can note that 
it is used in storytelling. This should lead them to the realization that it is 
an idiomatic construction.

The final expression to be considered in this section is Van mit a tejbe 
aprítani, (18).

(18) 18. Van mit a tejbe aprítani.
 there-is what.Acc the milk.Illat chop.Inf
  Meaning: She/He can put meat on the table.

This lexically fixed non-compositional MEC expresses the meaning of 
‘having plenty of money’, and it is often used with a bit of irony. The con-
struction is unique in the sense that it contains an idiom which can only 
occur in the MEC-template, which otherwise has regular syntax and is open 
to structural variability. In contrast to other MECs, this construction most 
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typically occurs with the positive present tense form of the substantive 
verb. Only 6% of the examples are in the negative form, and around 10% in 
the past or in the future form. Half of the examples contain the uninflected 
form of the infinitive. Word order shows variation, as well. The illative case 
marked element a tejbe ‘into the milk’ can stand before or after the infinitive 
aprítani ‘to chop’. However, over 70% of the examples have it before the 
infinitive. Despite its formal variability, the expression Van mit a tejbe aprítani 
can be regarded as highly idiomatic due to the idiom it contains (this type 
is not featured in the scale of idiomaticity in Figure 2).

4.2. Pilot study on the idiomaticity of MECs

We conducted a small-scale study to find out where native speakers 
would place various MECs along the scale of idiomaticity. Twenty native 
speakers of Hungarian participated to the study. Since we wanted to make 
sure that the participants are familiar with the concept of idiomaticity, but 
they would not be biased by theoretical assumptions, we recruited first-
year students of linguistics at the University of Pécs.

We designed a ten-minute questionnaire in Google Forms with nine 
example-constructions that appeared in minimal context. Participants were 
asked to answer the following questions after each item:

How adequate is the use of the construction in the given context? (Mark 
your answer on the five-point Likert-scale.)

Can you modify the construction? If yes, how? (Give a short answer.) 
How idiomatic is the construction? (Mark your answer on the five-point 

Likert-scale.)
Can you replace the construction with another one? If yes, with what? 

(Give a short answer.)
The findings of the pilot study confirmed our analyses: the participants’ 

answers yielded a very similar ordering of the expressions for their idio-
maticity as our scale outlined above (Figure 3).
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Figure 3 – Native speakers’ idiomaticity judgements
on a fi ve-point Likert-scale (average)6.

The answers showed a high degree of agreement at the two ends of 
the scale (Figure 4). It seems that the participants of the pilot study had no 
diffi  culty identifying the most and the least idiomatic MECs. They found 
the expression Van mit a tejbe aprítania (there-is what.Acc the milk.Illat chop.
Inf.Sg3) ‘He/She has plenty of money’/‘He/she can put meat on the table’ 
to be the most idiomatic of the nine MECs. This construction contains an 

6 Van mit a tejbe aprítania; there-is what.Acc the milk.into chop.Inf.Sg3; ‘She/He can put 
meat on the table’; Nincs mit; there-is-no what.Acc; ‘Not at all’; Nem tudom hova tenni (Mari 
viselkedését); no can.Sg1Def where-to put.Inf (Mari.NOM behaviour.Poss3.Acc); ‘I can’t make 
any sense of it/(Mary’s actions)’; Mit volt mit tenni; what.Acc there-was what.Acc do.Inf; ‘There 
was nothing for it’; Nincs mit tenni; there-is-no what.Acc do.Inf; ‘There is no way around it’; 
Nem tudok vele mit kezdeni; no can.Sg1Indef with-it what.Acc begin.Inf; ‘I can’t do anything 
about it’; Nincs miből (nyaralni); there-is-no what.Elat (be-on-holiday.Inf); ‘(We) can’t aff ord 
it/(going on a holiday)’; Nincs miből (homokvárat építeni); there-is-no what.Elat (sand-castle.
Acc build.Inf); ‘There’s nothing (to build a sand-castle from)’; Nem tudom hova tenni (a plüsst); 
no can.Sg1Def where-to put.Inf (the soft-toy.Acc); ‘I have nowhere to put it/(the soft toy)’.
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idiom which can only appear in the modal existential wh-construction. They 
also found the expression Nincs mit (there-is-no what.Acc) ‘Not at all/You’re 
welcome’ idiomatic. This construction is fully fi xed and conventionalized 
as a polite response to thank you. Those constructions were found less 
idiomatic by the respondents that could be predicted or inferred based on 
the form and function of the abstract MEC with a canonical meaning: Nincs 
hova tenni a játékot (there-is-no where-to put.Inf the toy.Acc) ‘There is no 
space to put the toy anywhere’, and Nincs miből várat építeni (there-is-no 
what.Elat castle.Acc build. Inf) ‘There is nothing to build a castle from’. 
However, the participants were uncertain about those expressions that are 
somewhere halfway between the two extremes.

In conclusion, the participants of the study tended to fi nd a construction 
idiomatic if it is formally and lexically fi xed, and if it has a distinct function 
or meaning that cannot be predicted based on the canonical MEC.

Figure 4 – Native speakers’ idiomaticity judgements (standard deviation)7.

7 See Footnote 2 for the English translations.
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5. Corpus-assisted teaching of the MEC

Corpora can help us to identify the most frequent examples of lexically 
specific grammatical constructions, and they can be effectively used to 
discover a construction’s productivity and variability. They can also be 
helpful in finding appropriate contexts to present the different expressions.

Over thirty years ago Tim Johns (1991) introduced data-driven learning 
to the classroom. He emphasized that «the task of the language teacher is to 
provide a context in which the learner can develop strategies for discovery» 
(ivi, 1). He claims that the use of corpora, including concordances, can stim-
ulate enquiry in language learning since it allows students to formulate and 
prove their own hypotheses about patterns of the target language. Keeping 
in mind that form and function are inseparable in language, it is useful to 
draw the students’ attention both to the formal specificities of the MEC and 
to the fact that the abstract grammatical construction itself carries a meaning.

We have seen above that MECs are complex linguistic signs that com-
bine a particular structural pattern with a particular meaning. Therefore, 
learners of Hungarian as a second/foreign language should learn them as 
pairings of form and meaning, where patterns with high relative frequency 
are associated with particular lexical expressions. 

At first, students must get acquainted with the canonical MEC: they should 
be made aware of the relatively fixed schematic template [existential predi-
cate, wh-element, (inflected) infinitive or conjugated subjunctive], and of the 
default meaning associated with the pattern [the availability of a proposition 
being possible or not (for someone)]. It is worth starting out with the negated 
form of the substantive verb since negation is more frequent in canonical 
MECs than positive statements. To this end, we can use concordance and 
frequency lists, and we can guide the students in the analysis of the data. 

As a first step, students could be presented with the morphologically 
easier (inflected) infinitive-version. (N.B. MECs with the inflected infinite 
can only be taught after the systematic elaboration of the inflectional var-
iations of the Hungarian infinitive.)

We can start with prototypical sequences that contain the negative exis-
tential verb nincs ‘there-is-no’ and a wh-element: we can do a simple query 
for <nincs hol> ‘there is nowhere’/‘someone has nowhere’, for instance, and 
we can also extract the most frequent collocations from the query. This way, 
we can demonstrate the semantic prosody of the [NINCS HOL + INF] MEC 
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through its most natural, native-like, and common instances. We may also 
want to fi lter the list so that we would have a reasonable number of examples 
to work with in class, including language that our students can be expected 
to understand at the given level. We may also want to highlight the target 
constructions.

Figure 5 – Concordance list of <nincs hol> (there-is-no where)8.

8 The English translations of the items in bold: doc#114: Ott ó.Dat there-is-no where sleep.
Inf.Sg3; ‘Ott ó has nowhere to sleep’. doc#327: there-is-no where sleep.Inf.Sg1; ‘I have nowhere 
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As a second step, we can guide our students to analyze the tokens to infer 
the abstract general template, and to identify the most prototypical verbs 
that can occur in the [NINCS HOL INF] MEC. We can ask questions like the 
following ones: What comes after the <nincs hol> string? In what form does 
the infi nitive stand? Which verbs (infi nitives) feature most frequently after 
the <nincs hol> string? Which person-markings are the most frequent ones? 
What does the [NINCS HOL INF] construction mean? In conclusion, we can 
establish a template like the one in Figure 6. At this point, students can also 
be encouraged to look for equivalent constructions in their own languages.

Figure 6 – Template for the [NINCS HOL INF] MEC (there-is-no where Inf)9.

to sleep’. doc#534: there-is-no where stop.Inf; ‘There’s nowhere to stop’. docc#979: there-is-no 
where sleep.Inf.Sg2; ‘You have nowhere to sleep’. doc#884: the young.Pl.Dat there-is-no where 
live.Inf.Pl3; ‘The young have nowhere to live’. doc#1081: there-is-no where live.Inf.Pl3; ‘They 
have nowhere to live’. doc#1086: there-is-no where sleep.Inf.Sg3; ‘She/He has nowhere to sleep’. 
doc#1089: there-is-no where live.Inf.Pl3; ‘They have nowhere to live’. doc#1097: there-is-no 
where live.Inf.Pl3; ‘They have nowhere to live’. doc#1107: there-is-no where work.Inf.Sg3; 
‘She/He has nowhere to work’. doc#2606: there-is-no where work.Inf; ‘There is nowhere to 
work’. doc#2627: family.Dat there-is-no where live.Inf.Sg3; ‘The family has nowhere to live’.

The English translations of the collocating infi nitives: laknia (live.Inf.Sg3); lakniuk (live.Inf.
Pl3); aludnia (sleep.Inf.Sg3); hajózgatni (take-a-boat-ride.Inf); aludnotok (sleep.Inf.Pl2); laknom (live.
Inf.Sg1), laknunk (live.Inf.Pl1); aludniuk (sleep.Inf.Pl3); megpihennie (vp-rest.Inf.Sg3); parkolniuk
(park.Inf.Pl3); aludnom (sleep.Inf.Sg1); aludnod (sleep.Inf.Sg2); enniük (eat.Inf.Pl3); dolgozniuk
(work.Inf.Pl3); tárolni (store.Inf); elhelyezkedni (vp-be-situated.Inf); lakni (live.Inf); dolgoznia
(work.Inf.Sg3); elhelyezni (vp-place.Inf); aludni (sleep.Inf); dolgozni (work.Inf); játszani (play.Inf).

9 NINCS: there-is-no; HOL: ‘where’; LAKNI: live.Inf; ALUDNI: sleep.Inf; DOLGOZNI: 
work.Inf; aludnia Ott ónak/neki: sleep.Inf.Sg3 Ott ó.Dat/for-him/her; aludnod neked: sleep.Inf.Sg2 
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In addition, we can use concordance lists like the one in Figure 7. We can 
ask our students to find the three major elements (the verb, the wh-word, 
and the infinitive) of the construction, and to observe the formal variability 
of the infinitive form in the canonical MEC.

The examples in Figure 7 are selected not only with regard to form – i.e., 
the present tense negative form of the main existential predicate (substantive 
verb) and the infinitival form of the subordinate verb –, but also with respect 
to the environment of the construction. That is because we can only expect 
the students to understand the basic meaning of the construction if they are 
provided with sufficient context to infer its meaning. The small contexts 
which precede the MEC-forms contain elements that can help learners to 
work out the general meaning of the grammatical construction. For instance, 
in the first example, hajléktalan ‘homeless’ is the key word on the basis of 
which students can infer the meaning of nincs hol aludnia ‘has nowhere to 
sleep’. In the second example, the noun vétkem ‘my sin’ is the prompt word.

We can also do further queries for specific wh-elements (e.g., <nincs mit>, 
<nincs kivel>, <nincs hova>, <nincs miből> etc.), and for other forms of the 
main existential predicate (e.g., <van hol>, <nem volt hova> etc.), and we 
may come up with further templates as a result. Using these, we can infer 
the most general abstract schema as presented in Figure 1.

During these analyses, learners can discover and observe various 
instances of the MEC-construction together with their most frequent lexi-
cal-grammatical realizations. In this way, students meet authentic language 
data that they can use to learn ‘real’ language, while their attention is fo-
cused on the patterning of language. Here, they can realize that the MEC 
is a relatively strict grammatical construction with a given meaning, where 
typical <main-existential-predicate + wh-element> strings are associated 
with particular subordinate verbs, but it is also a grammatical construction 
which is open to certain modifications (e.g., to person-marking by inflecting 
the infinitive). In fact, as a next step, learners can be asked to make similar 
sentences by analogy – e.g., Nincs hol úszni; Van hol vásárolni; Nincs mit 
olvasnom; Nem volt kivel beszélgetnie, etc.).

for-you; aludnom nekem: sleep.Inf.Sg1 for-me; laknia neki: live.Inf.Sg3 for-him/her; laknod neked: 
live.Inf.Sg2 for-you; laknom nekem: live.Inf.Sg1 for-me.
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Figure 7 – Concordance list for the [NINCS wh-pronoun INF] canonical MEC10.

Simple language games can help learners commit the construction to 
memory. In the word rotator illustrated in Figure 8, students can change 

10 The English translations of the items in bold: nincs hol aludnia: there-is-no where sleep.
Inf.Sg3; ‘she/he has nowhere to sleep’; nincs mit bevallanom: there-is-no what.Acc vp-admit.Inf.
Sg1; ‘I have nothing to admit’; nincs mit csinálnia: there-is-no what.Acc do.Inf.Sg3; ‘she/he has 
nothing to do’; nincs mit csodálkozni: there-is-no what.Acc be-surprised.Inf; ‘there is nothing to 
be surprised at’; nincs mit ennem: there-is-no what.Acc eat.Inf.Sg1; ‘I have nothing to eat’; nincs 
mit enni: there-is-no what.Acc eat.Inf; ‘there is nothing to eat’; nincs mit enni: there-is-no what.
Acc eat.Inf; ‘there is nothing to eat’; nincs miből etetni: there-is-no what.Elat feed.Inf; ‘there is 
nothing to feed it/him/her from’; nincs hol lakniuk: there-is-no where live.Inf.Pl3; ‘they have 
nowhere to live’, nincs hova menni: there-is no where-to go.Inf; ‘there is nowhere to go’; nincs 
mit olvasni: there-is-no what.Acc read.Inf; ‘there is nothing to read’.
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each of the three elements of the bare-infi nitive type MEC in a rotating 
calendar to build MECs with the canonical meaning. The students’ task 
is to come up with as many MECs as possible, and, possibly, to think of a 
simple speech situation in which the given MEC can appear. Here, particu-
lar att ention must be paid to the wh-element since it must be compatible 
with the infi nitive: only those wh-elements can be selected for a subordi-
nate verb that can occur in a verb-argument structure construction with it 
(it is best to use verbs the argument structures of which the students are 
familiar with, and it is important to recall this information before working 
with the word rotator).

Figure 8 – The MEC Word Rotator11.

We can help our students to build appropriate narrow contexts around 
specifi c MECs with puzzle pieces (Figure 9). Each student gets one puzzle 
piece with either a MEC or with an explanatory sentence in it that provides 
context to a given MEC. Students must fi nd the corresponding piece to 
their own puzzle piece.

11 VAN: there-is; MIT: what.Acc; CSINÁLNI: do.Inf. ‘There are things to do’.
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Figure 9 – MEC puzzle pieces12.

Once the learners are familiar with the MEC construction, we can create 
broader contexts in which they can use the construction in meaningful 
interactions. For instance, we can use simulation tasks to elicit the use of 
the construction in conversation (Figure 10). Students work in pairs. They 

12 Puzzle piece 1: Nincs hol laknia ‘She/He has nowhere to live’. Péter az utcán él ‘Péter lives 
on the street’. Puzzle piece 2: Nincs miért panaszkodnia ‘She/He has no reason to complain’. 
Kati mindent megkap a szüleitől ‘Kati gets everything from her parents’. Puzzle piece 3: Nincs 
kihez fordulnia ‘She/He has noone to turn to’. Juli bajban van, de nem ismer senkit a városban ‘Juli 
is in trouble, but she doesn’t know anyone in the city’. Puzzle piece 4: Van hová fejlődnie ‘She/
He has plenty to improve’. A focista nem tudott  gólt rúgni ‘The footballer couldn’t score a goal’.
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are given leafl ets, booklets, web sites etc. about diff erent towns and cities, 
and they must choose a holiday destination for themselves, or for certain 
people, families etc. First, they list diff erent facilities and talk about the 
available opportunities (or the lack thereof). Based on the advantages and 
disadvantages, they fi nally decide on the best holiday destination.

Figure 10 – Simulation task13.

Another technique that can be used to generate interaction around the 
MEC-construction is problem-solving activities (Figure 11). Students should 
list problems that are likely to present themselves in given situations (e.g., 
complaints of a lonely woman living in a small village), and they should 
off er advice on how to solve the problems and overcome the diffi  culties.

13 Facilities: Vannak múzeumok és galériák ‘There are museums and galleries’; Van egy nagy 
állatkert: ‘There is a big zoo’; Kisváros ‘It’s a small town’; Nincs tenger ‘There isn’t a sea’. Avail-
able opportunities: Van hova menni, ha érdekel a kultúra és a történelem ‘There are places to go if 
you’re interested in cuture and history’; Van hol eltölteni az időt a gyerekekkel ‘There are places 
to spend your time with the kids’; Este nincs hol szórakozni ‘There is nowere to go out in the 
evening’; Nincs hol úszni ‘There is nowhere to swim’; Nincs hol friss tengeri halat enni ‘There is 
nowhere to eat fresh seafi sh’.
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Figure 11 – Problem-solving task14.

We can also use tasks where learners use the MEC to share personal 
information about themselves. Students work in pairs. Each pair is given 
a number of verbs such as örül ‘is happy’, panaszkodik ‘complain’, aggódik
‘worry’, fél ‘fear’ etc. They build MECs with these verbs to ask questions of 
each other: e.g., Van minek örülnöd? ‘Do you have something to be happy 
about?’ The questions should be used to generate conversation: students 
can elaborate on their answers and discuss further details.

In addition to the schematic grammatical MEC-construction, learners 
must also be presented with grammatically and lexically fully fi xed idio-
matic instances of the MEC. At the beginning of their studies, students learn 
the phrase Nincs mit (there-is-no what.Acc) ‘not at all/you’re welcome’ as 
a conventional response to Köszönöm (thank.Sg1Def) ‘thank you’ – most 
probably holistically, without any recourse to its inner structure. Now 
students might fi nd out that this phrase is actually a MEC, but it is very 
restricted both as for form and for usage. It is a situation bound utt erance 
(Kecskes 2010) which is used as a formulaic response to thank you. In this 
function, the string is totally fi xed, it cannot be modifi ed or extended in any 
way: one cannot say, for example, Nincs miket (there-is-no what.Pl.Acc) or 
Nincs mit (meg)köszönni (there-is-no what.Acc (vp)thank.Inf).

Upper level learners may be presented with corpus data for other idi-
omatic instances of MEC such as Nincs mit tenni (there-is what.Acc do.Inf; 
‘There is nothing you can do about it’/‘There is no way around it’) or Ezzel 
nem tudok mit kezdeni (with-this no I-can what.Acc start.Inf; ‘I can’t do an-
ything with/about it’/‘I can’t handle this’). Here, we will look at the highly 

14 Nincs hol dolgoznia ‘She/He has nowhere to work’. Nincs kivel barátkoznia. ‘She/He has 
noone to make friends with’. Nincs hova mennie szórakozni ‘She/He has nowhere to go out’.
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idiomatic expression Van mit a tejbe aprítani (there-is what.Acc the milk.
into chop.Inf) (Figure 12).

Figure 12 – Corpus examples for the [VAN MIT A TEJBE APRÍTANI] MEC
(there-is what.Acc the milk-into chop.Inf; ‘can put meat on the table’)15.

With suffi  cient guidance from the teacher, students may guess the 
meaning of the expression from the provided contexts. They can realize 
that it has something to do with money and being well-off : it means ‘have 
plenty of money’, ‘be loaded’, or, in an idiomatic translation, ‘can put meat 
on the table’. By looking at a concordance list for tejbe aprítani (Figure 13), 
students can also conclude that this MEC tolerates minimal modifi cation: 
only the main existential predicate (van ‘is’) is likely to be changed (to volt
‘was’, lesz ‘will be’, lett  ‘got/became’, legyen ‘let there be’, and to negative 
forms of these), and person-marking happens by adding the dative form 
of the personal pronoun: the infi nitive is typically not infl ected. This dative 
pronoun may occasionally appear between the main existential predicate 
and the wh-element.

15 The English translations of the items in bold: van mit a tejbe aprítani there-is what.Acc 
the milk-into chop.Inf; ‘there is meat to put on the table’; (nem) volt mit a tejbe aprítani (no) 
there-was what.Acc the milk-into chop.Inf; ‘there was (no) meat to put on the table’.
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Figure 13 – Variants for the [VAN MIT A TEJBE APRÍTANI] MEC
(there-is what.Acc the milk-into chop.Inf; ‘can put meat on the table’)16.

In conclusion, the class can summarize their inferred information for 
this particular MEC as presented in Figure 14.

Figure 14 – Template for the [VAN MIT A TEJBE APRÍTANI] MEC
(there-is what.Acc the milk-into chop.Inf; ‘can put meat on the table)17.

16 The English translations of the items in bold: van neki mit a tejbe aprítani there-is for-him/
her what.Acc the milk-into chop.Inf; ‘she/he has can put meat on the table’; legyen mit a tejbe 
aprítani there-is.Imp.Sg3 what.Acc the milk-into chop.Inf; ‘(so that) there is meat on the table’; 
nem lesz mit a tejbe aprítani no there-will-be what.Acc the milk-into chop.Inf; ‘there won’t be 
any meat on the table’.

17 N.-nak/nek: N.Dat; neki ‘for him/her’; nekem ‘for me’; neked: ‘for you; VAN ‘there-is’; (NEM) 
VOLT ‘(no) there-was’; (NEM) LESZ ‘(no) there-will-be’; LETT ‘there got to be’ (change of state); 
LEGYEN ‘there should be’ (imperative); mit a tejbe aprítani what.Acc the milk-into chop.Inf.
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Following the corpus-assisted analysis, students can be given tasks that 
help them memorize the given fixed idiomatic expression in meaningful 
contexts – for instance, in the form of discourse-completion tasks, the cre-
ation of mini-situations, and role-plays.

By using corpus data in the teaching of MECs, both teachers and learners 
can become attentive to the pattern of the construction. By analyzing real 
language data, they can discover language for themselves, and they can 
explore the idiomaticity and (non-)variability of linguistic patterns.

6. Conclusions

In this paper we argued why and how the use of corpora can be beneficial 
in language teaching. Corpora can help us to identify frequent patterns of 
the target language which could otherwise remain hidden, and they can 
also be used to discover the formal and functional aspects of abstract gram-
matical constructions as well as those of the frequent lexically particular 
instances of the schematic construction. We chose the Hungarian modal 
existential wh-construction (MEC) to demonstrate our points. The reason 
why we chose this particular construction is partly because although the 
MEC is a relatively frequent and highly productive infinitival construction 
in Hungarian today, it is rarely taught explicitly in Hungarian as a second/
foreign language (HFL) coursebooks. The MEC is a schematic grammatical 
construction: a learned pairing of the [matrix predicate + wh-word + in-
finitival or subjunctive subordinate verb] form and the canonical meaning 
expressing that the possibility of a proposition is available or not. 

After describing the construction, we presented relevant corpus data from 
Old to Modern Hungarian. We showed how the frequency and productiv-
ity of the construction increased over time, and how, at the same time, the 
pattern became associated with particular lexical expressions, which now 
display a higher degree of invariability than the schematic MEC, and which 
are associated with distinct functions and meanings. We proposed to place 
various types of the MEC along a scale of idiomaticity, which proposition 
we also tested for in the form of a small-scale pilot study. We argued that 
in the teaching of HFL, attention must be paid both to the abstract, more 
schematic, and highly productive MEC-template and to its lexically fully 
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fixed, more idiomatic instances. We claim that if learners are ‘only’ made 
familiar with the lexical-grammatical buildup of the MEC and its default 
canonical meaning – that is, if we only treat the MEC as ‘grammar’ –, they 
will not have sufficient knowledge to use the construction in a native-like 
fashion. Learners must be made aware that in today’s Hungarian the ab-
stract grammatical construction is most frequently used in the following 
form: [the negative form of the substantive verb + wh-pronoun + infinitive], 
and they should use this template to form expressions by analogy. They 
must, however, also be made aware of the lexical expressions that are most 
frequently co-selected in the prototypical MEC. Finally, they must be pre-
sented with lexically fixed highly idiomatic instances of the construction 
with little or no variability, where the expression as a whole takes on a 
distinct meaning that cannot be inferred compositionally.

Finally, we put forth ideas and ways for the teaching of various 
MEC-constructions in the language classroom with the help of corpora and 
follow-up activities. Providing that they get sufficient training, assistance, 
and guidance, we expect that the activities we suggested can help teach-
ers and even learners to identify the most frequent examples of lexically 
particular grammatical constructions, and to discover a construction’s 
productivity and variability. Corpora can also be helpful for teachers to find 
appropriate contexts to present the different expressions in class. Further 
research is required to evaluate the applicability and effectiveness of the 
proposed activities in actual classroom settings both from the teachers’ and 
from the learners’ end.
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